Press Release

Kapsch CarrierCom acquires Prodata Mobility Systems NV

The acquisition will further strengthen Kapsch CarrierCom’s proposition for public transport operators

Vienna/Zaventem, July 17, 2014 – Kapsch CarrierCom today announces the acquisition of Prodata Mobility Systems NV, a division of Prodata Technology Group headquartered in Zaventem near Brussels, Belgium. By integrating the company into its organisation, Kapsch CarrierCom will make a big leap towards its goal of providing end-to-end technology solutions for public transport operators.

Kapsch CarrierCom founded its Public Transport division in 2012 with a focus on delivering mission-critical, TETRA-based radio communication networks for public transport operators. Based on this strategic acquisition, the company is now extending its proposition to include Automated Fare Collection and Intelligent Transport Systems, giving customers a single point of contact for the infrastructure, applications and services they need.

End-to-end portfolio for public transport operators

The increase of urbanisation around the world heavily drives the use of information and communication technologies to optimize traffic and transport flows. The Kapsch Group is a major global player in “Intelligent Transportation Systems” (ITS), with Kapsch TrafficCom being a leading provider in Electronic Toll Collection and intelligent solutions to manage individual traffic.

With this acquisition, Kapsch CarrierCom extends its portfolio towards ITS in public transport. The Automated Fare Collection solutions (AFC) will enable public transport customers to choose the perfect mix of sales channels – from integrated and stand-alone POS solutions and ticket machines to online and mobile portals. At the same time, new Intelligent Transport System capabilities will help Kapsch CarrierCom customers improve operational efficiency and performance based on real-time vehicle tracking and tracing, itinerary information and dispatching alerts – offering a wide range of ITCS (intermodal transport control systems) functionalities.

Kari Kapsch, CEO of Kapsch CarrierCom, says: “Public transport operators need support from world-class technology providers with end-to-end solutions and delivery capabilities. Our acquisition of Prodata Mobility Systems NV means we’re able to provide that support, giving us all the technology and expertise required to help our customers succeed.”

Franky Carbonez, Chairman of Prodata Mobility Systems NV, says: “By integrating industry-leading public transport solutions into its portfolio, Kapsch CarrierCom will help its customers improve efficiency and increase their competitive advantage. We are excited to join forces with such an innovative company and look forward to achieving even greater success together.”
The acquisition of Prodata Mobility Systems NV follows recent successes of Kapsch CarrierCom in the public transport sector, including a ground-breaking €7.7m contract to deploy a new TETRA-based digital radio network for NEXUS based in Newcastle, a leading UK transport operator.

“Executing on our strategy we will continue to grow in the public transport market,” says Wolfgang Leindecker, Vice President Public Transport. “Our acquisition of Prodata Mobility Systems NV will help our customers maximise their success, giving them access to all the infrastructure software and services they need from a single, trusted supplier.”

**Picture:** FLTR: Franky Carbenez (Chairman of Prodata Mobility Systems NV) and Kari Kapsch (CEO of Kapsch CarrierCom).
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**Kapsch CarrierCom** is a market leading global system integrator, manufacturer and supplier of end-to-end telecommunications solutions. The company provides innovative mission- and business-critical solutions for carrier networks, railway and urban public transport operators as well as for companies seeking real-time machine network communications. Kapsch CarrierCom is a trusted partner for a broad range of clients who benefit from the support of a complete set of professional services and support capabilities. Strategic partnerships and a strong focus on innovation in nine R&D centers in Europe and Asia, put Kapsch CarrierCom at the forefront of the global telecommunications market. Kapsch CarrierCom is part of the Kapsch Group and has its headquarters in Vienna.

For additional information: [www.kapsch.net](http://www.kapsch.net) and [www.kapschcarrier.com](http://www.kapschcarrier.com)
Prodata Mobility Systems is a worldwide innovation leader in turn-key and tailor made solutions for the public transport sector with over 30 years of experience. Prodata Mobility Systems’ solutions are built on its “MobiGuider” platform, a fully open system integrating all AFC, ITS and ATIS functionalities in a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) providing full flexibility for customer-specific configuration and adaptations. MobiGuider_ITS takes care of vehicle tracking and tracing, driver guidance, itinerary information and dispatching requirements; MobiGuider_AFC has Automated Fare Collection functionalities in the front-end on vehicles, sales points, the internet and the back-end central systems; MobiGuider_ATIS is the Advanced Traveller Information System (RTPI+) collecting, interpreting, and presenting passenger information to displays and other external systems. Among this information there are tracking, time-schedule, payment, driver and passenger real time data. To complete these solutions, a full range of automotive hardware components have been designed such as Driver Consoles, Board Computers, Intelligent Power Supplies, Validators and AVM. These end-to-end solutions are designed to meet all the needs of Public Transportation Operator customers.

www.prodatamobility.com
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